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philosophy not the history of ideas though some of those ideas are discussed With only 300 pp of space available there 
are some names which are given shorter shrift than some readers might like For example there are some who would 
want much more on Thomas Reid or on W V O Quine Most of the major names Discover for yourself the pleasures of 
philosophy Written both for the seasoned student of philosophy as well as the general reader the renowned writer 
Roger Scruton provides a survey of modern philosophy Always engaging Scruton takes us on a fascinating tour of the 
subject from founding father Descartes to the most important and famous philosopher of the twentieth century Ludwig 
Wittgenstein He identifies all the principal figures as well as outlines of the main Dr Scruton writes with an unusual 
clarity and fluency and is always a pleasure to read this is certainly a book which you could give to anyone who was 
curious about philosophy and expect them to learn a lot from it Alan Ryan 
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